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Abstract: For the uncertainty and complexity in object decision making and the9

differences of decision makers’ reliabilities, an object decision making method based10

on deep learning theory is proposed. However, traditional deep learning approaches11

optimize the parameters in an "end-to-end" mode by annotating large amounts of data12

to propagate the errors backwards. The learning method could be considered to be as a13

"black box", which is weak in explainability. Explainability refers to an algorithm that14

gives a clear summary of a particular task and connects it to defined principles or15

principles in the human world. This paper proposes an explainable attention model16

consisting of channel attention module and spatial attention module. The proposed17

module derives attention graphs from channel dimension and spatial dimension18

respectively, then the input features are selectively learned according to the19

importance of the features. For different channels, the higher the weight, the higher20

the correlation which required more attention. The main function of spatial attention21

is to capture the most informative part in the local feature graph, which is a22

supplement to channel attention. We evaluate our proposed module based on the23

ImageNet-1K and Cifar-100 respectively. Experimental results show that our24
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algorithm is superior in both accuracy and robustness compared with the state of the25

arts.26

Keywords: Large-scale image classification; Spatial attention module; Object27

decision making; Channel attention module; Explainable AI28

1 Introduction29

In computer vision, image classification is a subject worthy of long-time research,30

and it is an important foundation in some fields such as object detection (Diba et al.,31

2017; Ren et al., 2017), face recognition (Girshick et al., 2014), pose estimation32

(Chen et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2021), population density estimation(Zhang et al.,33

2012; Chen et al., 2021), image segmentation (Chen et al., 2020 and Huang et al.,34

2019) etc. Therefore, image classification has always been a hot topic (Lin et al., 201935

and Lin et al., 2021). At present, the image classification algorithm mainly relies on36

the deep neural network model. Besides, a lot of high quality images are needed. After37

training the deep neural network model, an input image can be correctly recognized.38

However, due to the large number of image categories and the limitation of computing39

resources, it is difficult for traditional classification algorithms to achieve satisfactory40

accuracy. In fact, deep learning is an extension of machine learning and many41

scholars have done a lot of research on it. Different from the traditional image42

classification method, it does not require complex feature decomposition of the target43

image. Deep learning uses deep neural network models and a large number of images44

to learn features. Thus, the deep learning algorithm is suitable for image classification45

task. The unexplained black box in AI system makes users can only get decision46

results, and cannot distinguish the specific reasons, processes and action logic of the47

system’s decision-making (Florian et al., 2015 and Leung et al., 2013). This kind of48
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AI system is difficult to achieve the trust and understanding of different49

decision-makers, because we fail to know what is controlling the design, operation50

and decision-making, especially for autonomous decision-making with uncontrollable51

risks. In this regard, the Explainable AI (XAI) is widely developed in handling these52

issues (Parkhi et al., 2015). Generally, different decision-makers possess different53

goals in XAI to ensure the high performance of intelligent decision-making and54

provide a reasonable explainable model synchronously, so that different stakeholders55

could effectively understand, trust and manage AI systems (Jamie et al., 2011). In this56

process, multi-attribute group decision-making has been widely used, which can57

effectively evaluate different decision schemes through extracting and fusing the58

cognitive judgment information of multiple decision-makers (Alejandro 2016; Alex et59

al., 2017), ensuring that multiple decision-makers can achieve group consensus and60

trust for the Explainable AI.61

In daily life, when we look at a image, the most basic task is what the image is,62

whether it is a landscape image or a figure image, whether it describes a building or63

food. For computer vision, this is an image classification task. The main difficulty of64

image classification is the step of feature extraction. Once a distinguishable feature is65

found, the image classification becomes very easy. The so-called feature extraction66

refers to constructing an algorithm to extract features in the target image, such as the67

edge feature of the face, the color feature of the skin etc. The extracted features are68

used to distinguish the target object as much as possible from other objects. For69

example, what you need to distinguish is a black cat from a white cat, so the color70

feature is definitely a good feature. However, the difficulties encountered in life are71

often difficult to extract features, such as detecting pedestrians and vehicles on noisy72

streets. The task requires high accuracy of the detection algorithm to avoid a car73
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accident.74

At present, the best approach is to use deep neural network model for image75

classification tasks (Cires et al., 2012). The experimental result of VGGnet shows that76

the block with the same shape can obtain better classification accuracy by77

constructing deeper convolutional neural network model. Inspired by this idea, the78

deep residual network is constructed by cross-layer connection method and it achieves79

higher classification accuracy. GoogLeNet increases the adaptability of the network to80

different scales, showing that adjusting the width of model is also an important81

method to obtain better classification accuracy. ResNeXt and Xception added82

cardinality to the network model, proving that the cardinality can not only reduce the83

overall parameters of the model, but also has a strong ability of representation.84

The attention mechanism is similar to that of human vision. When we look at the85

scene around us, we always focus our attention on the main things to get key86

information (Pentina et al., 2015). The main purpose of the attention mechanism is to87

make the system focus its attention on key information in the scene. Attention88

mechanics can be used in a wide range of scenarios. The neural network captures key89

information with the help of the attention mechanism and we can take use of attention90

mechanism to observe things in the environment better. In the traditional neural91

network model, adding convolution channels and operating multiple convolutions on92

features in the same channel usually bring a certain degree of accuracy improvement.93

The attention mechanism make neural network model know how to pay attention on94

channel dimension and spatial dimension. In order to verify the role of attention95

mechanism in computer vision more clearly, the CAM and the SAM are analyzed96

from the point of attention domain. The attention domain mainly consists of three97

types: spatial domain, channel domain and mixed domain. In our experiments, it is98
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found that better performance is obtained with using the CAM before the SAM.99

Daniel Wolpert believed that the reason for the evolution of the brain is not for100

thinking and feeling, but for controlling motion, which is the core idea of the Deep101

Reinforcement Learning (Lin et al., 2017 and Holzinger et al., 2017). The problem102

model studied by it includes an environment and an agent interacting with the103

environment. The goal of reinforcement learning is to design a behavioral strategy for104

the agent that maximizes its benefits in interacting with the environment. Google105

DeepMind used this strategy in 2016 to get computers to go beyond the level of top106

professionals. However, the development of object detection and behavior recognition107

in complex environment is slow, that is mainly because :(1) the efficiency of model108

optimization algorithm is not high; (2) Lack of interpretability of constructed model;109

(3) Small sample with label; (4) Complex and unrestricted scenes; (5)110

High-dimensional video data leads to difficulty in parameter adjustment. Curriculum111

Learning and self-paced Learning represent the recently proposed Learning strategy.112

Their core idea is to simulate the cognitive mechanism of human beings, they first113

learn simple and general knowledge structure, then gradually increase the difficulty114

degree and transition to more complex and professional knowledge. These two115

methods have similar conceptual learning paradigms, but differ in their specific116

learning schemes.117

This paper proposes a novel image classification framework based on118

multi-perspective deep transfer learning. Attention mechanism is used to describe119

varied image characteristics, the self-paced learning strategy is adopted to solve the120

problems of small number of labeled samples and model interpretation. A nonlinear121

model based on deep transfer learning is proposed to solve the problem that it is122

difficult to distinguish the perspective-related features from image-related features,123
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the interpretability of the model is further improved.124

The main structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 starts with a brief125

presentation of necessary related concepts. Section 3 proposes a channel and spatial126

attention module based on explainable machine learning. Designed experiments and127

discussion are depicted in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are presented in128

Section 5.129

2 Related work130

Explainable AI (XAI) refers to those Artificial Intelligence techniques aimed at131

explaining, to a given audience, the details or reasons by which a model produces its132

output (Arrieta et al., 2020). To this end, XAI borrows concepts from philosophy,133

cognitive sciences and social psychology to yield a spectrum of methodological134

approaches that can provide explainable decisions for users without a strong135

background on Artificial Intelligence. Therefore, XAI targets at bridging the gap136

between the complexity of the model to be explained, and the cognitive skills of the137

audience for which explainability is sought. Interdisciplinary XAI methods have so138

far embraced assorted elements from multiple disciplines, including signal processing,139

adversarial learning, visual analytics or cognitive modeling, to mention a few.140

Although reported XAI advances have risen sharply in recent times (Russakovsky et141

al., 2020 and Deng et al., 2015), there is global consensus around the need for further142

studies around the explainability of ML models. A major focus has been placed on143

XAI developments that involve the human in the loop and thereby, become144

human-centric. This includes interpretable reasoning of models, neurosymbolic145

reasoning or systems based on fuzzy rules, etc. At present, explanations provided by146

different algorithms are fragmented and independent, which makes it difficult to147

determine reasonable decisions and explain model structures. In addition, in the148
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design of interpretable classifier, the selection of optimal training set, correlation149

selection of heat graph, semantic analysis, model visual interpretation and error150

analysis cannot be combined compulsively (Wang et al., 2017 and Yang et al., 2020).151

Moreover, the text interpretation can't match the characteristics of a certain layer of152

deep learning network, and it lacks of continuous interpretibility. In general, the text153

explanation generated for classification comes from training data based on model154

annotations. Up to now,data labels are set manually and are very subjective, and it155

doesn't take into account the differences between the different elements. Therefore, it156

is not possible to determine the relevant region of the image that is most useful for157

classification. In most cases, experts are encouraged to use their attribute label data as158

interpretable evidence. Existing interpretable artifical intelligence models can provide159

the basis behind the classification. However, in the existing classification model,there160

is no mechanism for identifying potential misclassification of classifiers. Warning161

users about misclassification will help prevent errors from entering the system. One of162

the reasons for misclassification is the reduction of distance between classes. Some163

outliers or edge elements of a class can share the common characteristics of adjacent164

classes. However, there is no mechanism to ensure the number of subclasses of a165

given class and whether it makes sense to merge closely related subclasses of two166

adjacent classes into a new class and implement the correct classification. Xu (Xu et167

al., 2017) proposes a solution based on database transaction model interpretation,168

whose explanation is on the basic of logical structure or reasoning. The static structure169

makes it unsuitable for the deep network classifier. In the constructed model, the170

system dynamically give appropriate explanations from stored vocabularies, which in171

turn are generated based on model learning. It provides a consistent view of models172

and interpretations beyond the scope of existing technology. Reference (Sachan et al.,173
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2020) proposes an interpretable model in which they are interactively validated174

through visual features and similarity. Moreover, k-means clustering was used to175

analyze the similar features, so that the average features obtained had greater176

robustness and relatively low time complexity. In addition, it does not consider the177

importance or relevance of model, nor does it cluster with respect to output classes.178

He et al. (He et al., 2016) conducts the explanatory demonstration of the model179

mainly from the aspect of correlation calculation. By observing the change of the180

connection mode of the network, the hidden layer is explained visually. However, the181

feature learned by the network layer are not described in detail. Simonyan et al.182

(Simonyan et al., 2020) proposed an image interpretation and generation method183

based on visual features. Take an image signature with a fixed length of 8000 to184

generate a caption. In this model, the correlation of features is firstly determined and185

the signature generation is carried out on this basis. Since eigenvalues can be of any186

length, strategies that follow highly correlated features are interpretable. As the power187

of interpretation becomes more important in intelligent decision-making, AI systems188

are no longer there to serve as black boxes (Xie et al., 2016) . Decision makers of AI189

services have the right to know the reasons behind their decisions so that they can190

better play to their strengths.191

Abhronil et al. (Abhronil et al., 2019) propose a novel model based on the192

attention mechanism and it is named the residual attention network. As the network193

layer deepens, attention modules can extract key information from different layers.194

Finally, it got 4.8% Top-5 error rate on ImageNet. HU J et al. (Hu et al., 2019)195

proposed the SENet 44 network model. In the training process, the model can196

distinguish the importance of different channels, then enhances useful features and197

inhibits useless features according to the importance of feature. Finally, it won the198
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ILSVRC2017 classification task championship with a 2.25% Top-5 error rate. This199

paper mainly verifies the interpretability of the model through image classification200

scenarios in real applications.201

3 The proposed channel and spatial attention model202

This paper makes an deep study of image classification and recognition from the203

most cutting-edge technical perspectives such as deep reinforcement learning,204

self-paced learning and transfer learning. In view of the existing problems in the field205

of image classification in complex environments, this paper considers the solutions206

based on deep network, and further studies popular algorithms such as deep207

reinforcement learning, self-paced learning and transfer learning, aiming at the urgent208

model explanation problems in the framework of deep network. On this basis, object209

detection technology and image recognition technology in complex environments are210

specifically studied.The overall technical framework of the paper and the relationship211

between the research contents of each part are shown in Figure 1, and the research of212

this paper is also carried out according to these contents one by one.213

214

Figure 1. The overview of model215

For the convolutional neural network model, depth, width and attention216

mechanism are the main factors affecting the accuracy of image classification. At217

present, attention mechanism contains CAM and SAM. CAM acts on the channel218
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domain, weighting different channel features. For a C × H × W feature graph, the219

C weight of channel attention is different, while the weight of H × W is the same.220

For CAM, the weight of each C on different channel dimensions needs to be learned.221

To reduce the amount of computation and improve classification accuracy, the pooling222

layer in the general convolutional neural network directly uses the maximum pooling223

method or average pooling method to compress the image information. For SAM,224

only the key information in the spatial features is extracted. We first introduce the225

general framework of proposed model with CAM and SAM in this section. Finally,226

we describe how to pull them together.227

After convolution operations, an intermediate feature map Fin ∈ ℝ C×H×W is228

obtained. Fin is the input of model. One-dimensional channel map Mc ∈ ℝ C×1×1 is229

inferred after the channel attention module and two-dimensional spatial map Ms ∈230

ℝ 1× Η×W × Η×W is inferred after the spatial attention module as shown in Fig. 1.231

The entire attention calculation process can be summarized as：232

F1 = Mc Fin ⊗Fin (1)233

Fout = Ms F1 ⊗F1 (2)234

where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication. After ��� passing the channel235

attention module, F1 is achieved. ���� is the final output and the attention value is236

broadcasted during multiplication process. Attention and feature are the multiplication237

of element levels, which will be propagated automatically, that is, channel attention238

broadcasts along spatial dimension, while spatial attention broadcasts along channel239

dimension240

241
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3.1 Channel attention module242

The CAM captures the relationship between channel features. It pays attention to243

the key channel information and weakens the influence of the useless channel244

information (Russakovsky et al., 2010 and Deng et al., 2009). It uses an attention245

mechanism similar to the self attention mechanism (query, key, value) to get the246

similarity between channel graphs, and then use the weight of channel graphs to247

update. Finally, the matrix of computation attention is obtained, which can enhance248

the key features. The CAM makes the neural network model to pay attention to the249

channel features with the key information. On the basis of convolution, we first250

extrude the feature graph to obtain the global feature of each channel. Then, we use251

the global feature to get the relationship between different channels and the get the252

weight of different channels. Finally, we multiply the weights to get the features on253

the basis of the original feature graph.254

In a convolutional neural network, the convolution operation only performs on255

image feature space, it is difficult for the convolution module to get the relationship256

between different feature channels. To get an eigenmatrix, an image needs go through257

several convolutional layers and the number of channels represents the number of258

cores in the convolutional layers. In a normal neural network, the number of259

convolution kernels is usually as high as 1024 or 2048. Therefore, not every channel260

is useful for feature extraction. The CAM will help the neural network model to select261

more informative channels. Besides, We encode spatial features using a global262

average pool that provides feedback for each pixel on the feature map. The following263

formula shows the global average pool calculation process.264

���� =
1

�×� �=1
�

�=1
� ����� �, � (3)265
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where Favg ∈ ℝ C×1×1 represents the result after implementing the global average266

pooling on the input feature map Fin . In order to capture the relationships between267

different channels when obtaining the global description features, two conditions need268

to be met for CAM: firstly, it must be flexible, because it needs to learn the nonlinear269

relationship between different channels; Secondly, the learning relationship is not270

mutually exclusive, because it allows for a multichannel feature instead of a hot spot271

form. We describe the channel attention map Mc as follows.272

Mc = � �2���� �1���� (4)273

where W1 ∈ ℝ
C
r×C and W2 ∈ ℝ C×Cr , σ denotes Sigmoid function. W1 and274

W2 are fully connected layers. To improve the explanatory ability of the model, we275

construct two fully connected layers, namely the bottleneck structure. W1 layer is a276

way of dimensionality reduction and the dimensionality reduction factor r is a super277

parameter. Then the Relu function is used and the W2 layer restores the dimension to278

the original finally. The process is shown in Figure 2.279

280

Figure 2. The details of channel attention module281

282

3.2 Spatial attention module283

Unlike CAM, SAM only plays the role of distinguishing key information284

within a single image feature map. First of all, we use average pooling and max285

pooling to compress the input feature and then we use mean and max operations on286
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the input feature at channel dismensions. Finally, we get two two-dimensional287

features. Considering different channel size, the two two-dimensional features are288

spliced together to obtain the feature with channel number of 2. And they are289

convolved to ensure that the resulting features are consistent with the input feature in290

spatial dimension.291

Spatial attention map is generated by paying attention to the internal relationship,292

as shown in Figure 3.� ∈ ℝ�×�×� represents the input of the SAM. After consducting293

convolutional layers, A generates feature maps B, C and D where �, �, � ∈ ℝ�×�×� .294

We reshape B and C to ℝ�× �×� and H × W represents pixels in spatial module.295

296

Figure 3. The details of spatial attention module297

Then we get ℝ �×� × �×� by operating a matrix multiplication between the298

transpose of B and C. We get the spatial attention map Ms when a softmax layer is299

applied. Ms is computed as follows.300

�s�� =
��� ��×��

�=1
�×� ��� ��×���

(5)301

where the stronger the correlation, the more similar the features of the two sites.302

Figure 4 shows the visual result of images. It is observed that our proposed model303

focuses limited attention on key information, saves resources, and quickly obtains the304

most effective information.305
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306

Figure 4. Diagram of the visualization results307

3.3 Explainable object detection model of combing self-paced learning and deep308

reinforcement learning309

The deep network model is designed for learning across model310

characteristics.This paper proposes a new application in deep network, using deep311

network to learn multi-mode. In particular, this paper demonstrates that cross-modal312

feature learning - if multimodal features are present during feature learning, better313

features can be learned for a modal (multimodal learning, monomodular-tested). In314

addition, the paper designed how to learn a shared feature between multiple modes315

and evaluate it on a particular task -- the classifier was trained with only audio data316

but tested on video-only data. Multi-mode explainable deep network model can be317

seen in Figure 5. This model consists of two streams, one for video information and318

the other for audio information. The structure of the two streams is identical, each319

consisting of eight layers (including the input layer).320
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321
322

Fig. 5. Proposed multi-mode explainable deep network model323

There are two problems with the traditional multimodal model. First, there is no324

clear goal for the model to find correlations across modes. Some hidden layer units325

adjust the parameters only for voice, and others adjust the parameters only for video,326

so that it is possible for the model to find the desired feature. Second, there is only327

one mode for supervised training and testing in the cross-modal learning arrangement,328

which makes the model unexplainable. If there is only one modal representation, it is329

necessary to integrate observable variables that are not observed. Therefore, this paper330

proposes a deep self-coding model to solve the above problems.Inspired by the331

noise-reducing self-coding model, this paper proposes a training two-mode deep332

self-coding model (Figure 5), which uses an extended (extended single-mode input)333

but noisy data set. In fact, the model is still required to reconstruct the two modes334

when one mode uses zero as input and the other uses the original value as input when335

expanding.Therefore, one-third of the training data is input only by video, one-third of336

the training data is input only by voice, and the last third has both video and voice.337

This model can be viewed as an example of multitasking learning.338

When designing the intensification strategy, the paper uses the Q network to339

interact with its environment during the data generation phase. The system looks at340

the current scene, which consists of audio and video frames, and takes actions using341

the -greedy strategy. This environment in turn provides scalar rewards.Interaction342
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experiences are stored in replay memory M. Replaying M preserves N recent343

experiences, which are then used to update the network parameters during the training344

phase. In the training stage, the network structure will use the data stored in replay345

memory M to train the network.Assume that the superparameter n represents the346

number of experiences replay, and for each experience replay, a mini-cache B347

containing several interactions is randomly sampled from the finite size replay348

memory M. The model will be trained by sampling from cache B, and the parameters349

of the network will be updated iteratively in the direction of The Behrman target.The350

algorithm is divided into two phases to avoid latency. Therefore, this paper divides the351

algorithm into two stages: in the first stage, the robot collects data through limited352

time interaction with human beings; In the second stage, it enters the stage. During353

this rest phase, the training phase is activated to train the multimodal depth Q354

network.355

In this paper, for the sake of the regularization model and make it thin, it is356

needed to make each unit has a hidden layer using the regularized the expected357

activation function of punishment, the form of the regularized punishment is the need358

to focus on research, it determines the cell activation function of hidden layers on the359

sparse sex (whether the function of the activation of the hidden layer unit is activated360

or not).361

In order to avoid non-convex optimization problems from falling into poor local362

solutions, the proposed network optimization method adopts multiple random363

initializations to train the model, and then chooses the initialization network with the364

best effect to construct the model. However, this method is too adhoc and the365

calculation cost is too high. Self-learning is just the best solution to non-convex366

optimization problems. The curriculum learning is to simulate the cognitive367
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mechanism of human beings by first learning simple and universal knowledge368

structure and then gradually increasing the difficulty to learn more complex and369

specialized knowledge. However, self-learning has been improved in course learning.370

Instead of assigning prior knowledge to sample learning sequence in advance, the371

learning algorithm itself determines the next learning sample in each iteration.372

4 Experimental results and analysis373

The dataset is used in the experiment including ImageNet- 1K and Cifar-10050374

(Hu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2010; Sanghyun et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2017; Zhao et375

al., 2018). The Cifar-100 contains 100 classes and every class has 600 color images.376

But every images is only a size of 32 × 32. Five hundred images in each class serve377

as the training set and the rest as test set. For each image, it has two labels, fine-labels378

and coarse-labels, which represent the fine-grained and coarse-grained labels of the379

image respectively and Cifar-100 is hierarchical. In Figure 6, we extracted the images380

from Cifar-100 as the visual example.381

382

Figure 6. Visual examples of the Cifar-100383
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384

Figure 7. Visual examples of the ImageNet-1K385

ImageNet-1K is an image dataset and each concept image is quality-controlled386

and manually tagged. At present, ImageNet-1K consists of 1,4197,122 images. The387

major categories include: animal, bird, fish, flower etc. In Figure 7 shows the visual388

examples of the ImageNet-1K.389

390

Figure 8. Comparison of different network models391
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392

Figure 9. Comparison of different network models393

In experiment, we compare the effectiveness between the CAM and the SAM. We394

compared 4 different network models: baseline network, baseline network with CAM,395

baseline network with SAM, baseline network with CSM. The result of experiment is396

shown in Figure 8. As is shown in Figure 8, it is easily concluded that the ResNet-50397

model with CSM has achieved higher accuracy. We can observe that CAM perform398

better than SAM. Besides, combination of two attention modules can bring better399

performance. The experiment shows that it is effective to conduct CAM and SAM at400

the same time. The experimental results are shown in Table 1.Based on the above part401

of the experiment, we find that it is effective to conduct CAM and SAM at the same402

time for improving the expression ability of neural networks. We want to know if the403

CAM should be used before SAM. So, in the ablation experiment, we compare the404

effect of CAM and SAM in different order of use. The baseline network with CAM405

and SAM, baseline network with SAM and CAM are conducted respectively. Figure 9406

shows the result of experiment.407

Consistent with the above experiment, adding the attention module still bring408

improvement on image classification accuracy from Figure 8. We can observe that the409
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CAM-first combination method achieves better performance. The experimental result410

shows that CAM-first combination method is more effective.411

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT NETWORK MODELS412

Architecture Top-1 error (%)

ResNet-50 24.55

ResNet-50+SAM 23.47

ResNet-50+CAM 23.21

ResNet-50+CSM 22.78

4.1 Image Classification on ImageNet-1K413

In this part, we use ResNet and WideResNet as the baseline model. On this basis,414

we add attention mechanism for comparison. The extensive image classification415

experiments are conducted based on the ImageNet-1K. The structure of ResNet with416

adding SE module is shown in Figure 9 and the results of the experiment is shown in417

Table 2. The experiment still prove that networks with CSM performs better than the418

baseline module, indicating that attention mechanism can be well used on the various419

network models. Besides, the depth and width of the neural network also greatly420

affect image classification accuracy. SENet won the ILSVRC2017 classification task421

championship. But CSM fuses channel features with spatial features for better422

representation capabilities and CSM performs better than SENet.423

TABLE II. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT ON THE IMAGENET-1K DATASET424

Architecture
Top-1

error (%)

Top-5 error

(%)

ResNet-18 29.62 10.56

ResNet-18+SE 29.43 10.24

ResNet-18+CSM 29.29 10.12

ResNet-34 26.71 8.62

ResNet-34+SE 26.16 8.37

ResNet-34+CSM 26.03 8.28

ResNet-50 24.55 7.52

ResNet-50+SE 23.21 6.74

ResNet-50+CSM 22.78 6.57
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WideResNet18(widen=1.5) 26.86 8.91

WideResNet18(widen=1.5) +SE 26.23 8.51

WideResNet18(widen=1.5) +CSM 26.14 8.49

4.2 Image Classification on CIFAR-100425

Based on Cifar-100, we conduct image classification experiment to verify the426

effectiveness of the CSM. ResNet and WideResNet are used as baseline model. Table427

3 shows the experimental result. The experimental results prove that the combination428

of CAM and SAM can improve classification accuracy. Besides, the depth and width429

of the neural network also greatly affect image classification accuracy.430

TABLE III. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT ON THE CIFIR-100 DATASET431

Architecture Accuracy (%)

ResNet-18 91.7

ResNet-18+CSM 93.1

ResNet-34 92.4

ResNet-34+CSM 93.8

ResNet-50 92.9

ResNet-50+CSM 94.3

WideResNet18(widen=1.5) 92.8

WideResNet18(widen=1.5) +CSM 94.2

As can be seen from Table 3., the prediction density map we get after adding432

feature self-learning is closer to the true value, so we can see from Fig.8 and Fig.9433

below that we can more accurately describe the feature after adding feature434

self-learning Loss reduction and corresponding changes in MAE accuracy, we also435

give the performance of net similarity.436

5 Conclusions437

Different from the previous research on image classification, we propose an438

attention module based on spatial dimension and channel dimension. This module439

derives the attention map by CAM and SAM respectively. Then it multiplies the440

attention map into the input feature map. The experiment shows that adding the441
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attention module to some image classification algorithms is an effective method. In442

order to make image classification perform better, combination of CAM and SAM can443

improve classification accuracy and the CAM should be used before SAM. The CAM444

selectively enhances some feature channels and suppresses some feature channels by445

learning the relational mapping. The SAM aggregates features by weighting features446

at spatial dismension. We conducted a lot of image classification experiments for447

comparison based on the ImageNet-1K and Cifar-100. In fact, the attention module448

can be well embedded in different deep neural networks and it improves the449

explainable deep neural network’s ability of expression. Besides, the width and depth450

of the neural networks are also worth considering.451

In the following research, we will pay more attention to the improvement of452

real-time algorithm and effectiveness of explainable deep learning, also be able to453

obtain more accurate data collection develop an intelligent prediction machines for454

image classification based on more effective machine learning approaches.455
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